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Zoolz Intelligent is the future of cloud storage
Upload any file and our technology will structure the files
without you having to lift a finger. Think of it as a search engine
for your data. And, like a search engine, you can find any file in a
quick and secure way, allowing you to concentrate on what really
matters; your business.
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FEATURES

How it Works
1. Sign up



Enter your details and register with Zoolz.



2. Configure
Download the setup and you’re done.
Alternatively, you can add users, create backup
policies, set user privileges, and deploy the backup
software to users for automatic protection.






3. Back up



Zoolz automatically uploads all data from
computers, servers, mobile and devices. All data is
secured with military-grade encryption.





4. Analyse
Any file uploaded is analysed, processed and
indexed for intelligent discovery.
5. Discover
Discover your big data just like a search engine quick and secure. In just a few clicks, you can get
relevant results in near-real time, meaning you can
focus on your business.









Instantly search all your
content
Discover scanned
documents with OCR
technology
Stream videos
Automatic backups
Global language
support - 22 languages
User Access
management
Remote backup
configuration
Remote restore
Mobile/Tablet backup
NAS/Network and
external drive backup
support
Data retention policies
Organize files by tags
Complete Audit logs
Backup policies
Active Directory
Deployment
Hot/Cold Storage
Import/Export data
directly to data centers

The list is endless...
For a complete list of
features, visit:
www.intelli.zoolz.com
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Why Zoolz Intelligent?
Video Preview
View your content the way it was intended - with no interruptions. Stream any video
instantly no matter the file size. You can also benefit from fast-track previews. Simply
stream and share on-demand from one integrated solution. Say goodbye to long
email chains.

Media Discovery
Searching for files can take precious time from your workflows. Our technology gives
you the freedom to discover your files by quality, camera type, location, date, size
and footage length. You can even search by dominant colour in photographs.

Mobile Access
The ability to watch and share media projects on-the-go is essential for all media
companies nowadays. With Zoolz Intelligent, you can be productive from any location
and securely view and share any piece of content, whether it be a press release, a
final mix or a video trailer.
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Reduce Costs
Our top priority is to save you money, whilst keeping
your valuable photographic data assets safe, secure
and accessible. Zoolz Intelligent eliminates the need
for costly IT resources such as on-premise over-priced
storage equipment. You’ll only need pay for the ondemand secure storage you need.

Automatic Protection
With our automatic protection feature, we’ve made it
easier to backup any new or amended file. All you
have to do is upload the data and we’ll do the rest.

Complete Audit Log
This tamper-proof solution will allow you to track all
data searches, file changes, shares and deletions, right
down to the time and source of the action.

ABOUT ZOOLZ
For more information, visit:
http://intelli.zoolz.com/
If you’d like to learn how Zoolz
Intelligent can help your
business, send an email to:
sales@zoolz.com
About Zoolz
Zoolz is a market leading
provider of cloud based storage.
Our mission is to provide an
affordable and secure cloud
solution for businesses and
individuals.

If you’d like to learn how Zoolz Intelligent can help
your business, send an email to:
sales@zoolz.com

The amount of unstructured
data is a growing problem for
businesses. We solve this with
Zoolz Intelligent. The technology
allows you to discover your big
data just like a search engine –
quick and secure. Our innovative
platform is made with you in
mind. The user experience is
focused on simplicity. But that’s
not all, in just a few clicks, you
secure all your critical data with
military-grade encryption.

Our Clients

That’s why more than 3 million
users across the world count on
Zoolz.

Unified Cloud
All data located on computers, mobile devices,
external drives, servers, network devices and services
like Dropbox, are imported into Zoolz for safekeeping
and discovery.

Company Headquarters
26 - 28 Hammersmith Grove,
Hammersmith, London, W6 7BA
United Kingdom
Our Global Partners

More: http://wiki.zoolz.com/our-clients/
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